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The Devastating Beauty of Radiation 

Quieter than silence, lighter than wind and invisible to the human eye. A ghost that can empty 

cities, poison oceans, and take your life weeks before you die. A spectre of death whose only 

trace is found in the glitches of photographs and the haunting tick of a Geiger Counter.  

The grim nuclear grace of ionising radiation. 

A Christian woman first taught me about radiation. I wonder why they chose to teach us 

radiation before the concept of irony…Anyway, being a classic variety evangelical, she was 

hot on the evils of science. Between the appalling mysteries of God and the importance of 

prayer, I’m not surprised she didn’t know the difference between ionising and non-ionising 

radiation.  

Regardless, she stressed the absolute need to turning off our electronics at night because 

(according to her) devices left on stand-by, indicated by their small lights, could emit 

dangerous radiation. Therefore, it was vital we turn off all our computers and TVs at night, 

lest we fall sick and perish. 

I was too young to know just how breathtakingly uninformed she was on the subject matter, 

but I didn’t care. I had already fallen in love. The tantalisingly morbid concept of hiding in 

bed, peaking over the covers at the ceaseless red glare of my TV standby light, believing that, 

by some vampiric science, it was stealing my very life force where I lay. I was a weird 

child… 

Fast forward ten years or so and HBO’s Chernobyl premiered on May 6th 2019, and 

oh…my…Gamma! I was already obsessed with the city of Pripyat, Ukraine. The derelict, 

overgrown ruin of a Soviet city, a pocket of the apocalypse brought about by a mere whisper. 

Only now my wicked fascination turned to the powerplant itself. Graphite tipped control 
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rods, RBMK positive void coefficients, AZ-5 and a 3.6 roentgen on a maxed-out dosimeter. I 

was positively ecstatic to watch Reactor 4 explode! 

Firefighters stumbling over graphite, plant works looking down upon the inferno of fissioning 

Uranium, liquidators executing contaminated animals, biorobots shovelling debris from the 

roof, graveyards of irradiated vehicles resting in the exclusion zone. But most of all, every 

shot of that monstrosity in the bed of Reactor Hall 4. Blackened, knotted, threaded with 

twisted, bent rods like a giant, cursed hairbrush, the remains of Reactor 4. 

The first explosion at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant was strong enough to throw the lid 

completely off the reactor. Not only that but powerful enough to send that lid bursting 

through the roof of the reactor hall. And not only THAT but intense enough to keep the lid of 

Reactor 4 suspended in the air for NINE SECONDS! Count nine seconds real time, that’s an 

eternity on the atomic level! 

I’d like to take this opportunity to recognise the invaluable, and courageous efforts of the 

plant workers and liquidators who gave everything to stop the nuclear disaster of 1986. I 

would also like to recognise the bravery of the men and women working in the ChNPP under 

the occupation and abuse of The Russian Federation. Each generation is a testament to the 

human spirit. 

And that is the other side of this radioactive coin. Each disaster, while tragic, is also another 

astounding reminder of our limitless bravery. That no matter how impossible the odds, how 

daunting the call, there will always be heroes among ordinary people. 

In Goiânia, 1987, Maria Gabriela Ferreira broke into a rival scrapyard to steal back 

radioactive materials her husband, Devair, had purchased from scrap metal company. He had 

unwittingly bought a compromised radioisotope canister containing caesium-137. After 

witnessing a blue glow from the inner chamber, Devair scooped out the glowing dust and 
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began to share it among his friends and family, all of whom started to fall sick. Having 

scooped out the dust he then sold it on. 

Ten days later Maria would reclaim the contaminated material, drive it to the local hospital 

and demand she and her family be treated. Her efforts sparked a city-wide liquidation effort 

and saved the lives of countless. She would die one month later. 

In 1946, in the Los Alamos Laboratories, New Mexico, physicist Louis Slotin was 

conducting supercritical proximity experiments on a 6kg core of plutonium. He was probing 

the core with a neutron reflector dome and two flathead screwdrivers, twisting the dome’s 

position and proximity. He wanted to see how close he could push the plutonium core to 

criticality. He had also invited three other physicists, a student, photographer, engineer, and 

security guard to witness the experiment. 

Disaster struck when the screwdriver slipped a fraction of an inch. The reflector dome cupped 

around the core sending it into critical mass. A burst of blue light from high neutron radiation 

exploded out for half a second before Slotin flipped the top half-sphere off, deactivating the 

plutonium core. Those witnessing the experiment ran from the room, but Slotin demanded 

each return. He gave them a piece of chalk and had them mark precisely where they stood in 

the room at the moment of the burst. From this triangulation he could calculate how much 

radiation each person had absorbed, and if they would survive. 

Because he was closest, Slotin’s body absorbed over twice the amount of radiation needed for 

a fatal dose in only half a second. But because his body was blocking most of the radiation, 

he was the only direct fatality of the accident. The second closest person, Alvin Graves, 

would live for another twenty years. 

How incredible is that? Half a second of exposure, and Slotin dies within nine days. Compare 

that to the nine full seconds Reactor 4’s lid spent suspended in the air. Or compare that to the 
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weeks the Ferreira family lives with exposed Caesium-137 in the house. It’s 

incomprehensible! 

It’s of no surprise there is such a push back against nuclear power. What is vital to remember 

about all three incidents is the context in which they took place. The corner cutting Soviets 

wilfully hiding reactor design flaws. A scrapyard dealer in Brazil with little knowledge of 

radioactive substances. The bravado of Manhattan Project scientist at the peak of US nuclear 

freedom.  

Maybe science was evil more than miracle once, but times have changed. We know now the 

precautions needed because of the mishaps and heroics of past mistakes. As we continue to 

tinker and trifle with nuclear energy, and nuclear weapons, we should remind ourselves this is 

the atom’s world, we simply exist within it. 

As subtle as the breeze between blades of grass, yet more dangerous than any bomb yet 

produced. Radiation could turn our global civilisation into a shot-up jigsaw or bring about a 

new age of power. It’s a truly humbling concept, one I hope I’ve opened your eyes to, the 

magnificent might of atoms, the devastating beauty of radiation.  


